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Abstract
CarSaaf is an entrepreneurial venture in Karachi that can be called a Blue Ocean venture on the basis of Create
and not compete, that is the true spirit of Blue Ocean Strategy. It differentiated itself with the low cost and
created a new market avoiding competing with the run of a mill car wash ventures in Karachi. The value
proposition of CarSaaf in comparison to typical car wash ventures is compared through the tool of Buyer Utility
Map. The Buyer Utility map is used to study the car wash sector in Karachi, and to identify the consumer pain
points of a particular sector. This case, therefore, tends to identify the pain points of consumers in the typical car
wash sector of Pakistan, that are addressed by the CarSaaf to introduce a new venture based on providing the
solutions through addressing the pain points and to understand the differentiation strategy of CarSaaf, through
Buyer Utility Map tool. Utilizing the Buyer Utility Map tool eight pain points of consumers were identified in
the car wash industry, that were addressed by CarSaaf for Value Innovation.
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INTRODUCTION
Karachi according to its population is the eleventh largest city in the world (Ali & Shams 2020).
It has been estimated in the year 2014 that there are 3.6 million registered vehicles on the roads of
Karachi city which includes 450,000 commercial vehicles and 1.25 million cars (Chen et al., 2020).
However, the estimated data is seven years old and it is expected that it would have been increased by
the launch of Uber and Careem. The popularity of hailing rides is not only specific to cars, but recently
other types of vehicles having the capacity of more than ten passengers are also in use by the ventures
like Airlift and Swvl.
The car wash industry is stratified into organized and unorganized sectors. The organized car
wash sector is registered, carried operations as per the instructions of legal authorities and is usually
owned by the franchises of Patrol pumps like Pakistan State Oil, Shell, or Caltex. However, the
majority of car washing stations are unorganized and lack professional standards. They carried out
their operations with poor and ill-maintained infrastructure. The wash time for a car is generally 40
minutes as per standards excluding the waiting time. This average time can be longer on special
occasions. Besides the special occasions, the average time is also longer on weekends and national
holidays. People in the car often demand car wash due to poor road conditions and high pollution
(Ghaly et al., 2021). Due to high pollution that usually is the result of dust, smoke emitting vehicles,
and poor rainfall the need for a car wash is frequent as compared to other cities.
In comparison to the need for frequent car wash service, the car wash stations are limited in
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number. Most of them are outdated in contrast to modern car wash stations, where the car wash is
carried out through a conveyer belt, which one can find very common in developed countries. Besides
being outdated and limited in numbers, the car wash stations also have poor infrastructure, outdated
equipment, bad customer service, and non-professional employees. This leads to opportunities for
new entrants and increased customer fatigue.
Research also indicates that car wash customers often delay or postpone the service of car
wash due to longer washing time (Dholakia et al., 2010). This however is not only specific to waiting
time but the high cost of service, lack of appropriate washing equipment, unprofessional car washing
team, water wastage, environment, and distance of car wash facility, consumers usually delay or
postpone their purchase of service. These unfavorable factors have resulted in mushroom growth of
tens of unskillful and nonprofessional street car cleaners. These unskilled cleaners are available in
every street who just wipe the dirt and use soaked cloth for cleaning the car. They charge around 500
to 1000 monthly depending on the size of the car, residential area and the car make. Their services
cannot be compared with the professional car wash. Though, such services can be preferred due to
cost constraints and time.

BUYER UTILITY MAP FOR CAR WASH SECTOR IN KARACHI
The pain points of car wash consumers based on their interviews, observations and
involvement of customers indicated in the buyer utility map are as follows (Serial numbers are
references in the table of Buyer Utility Map):

Customer Productivity and Purchase
There is a lack of a proper mechanism of ordering and delivery of services in the car wash
industry. It lacks the availability of ordering options that can save time and reduce the fatigue of
consumers. The only option available to the car was for consumers is to personally visit the car wash
service station and wait for their turn. This makes the car wash industry extremely unattractive for
consumers as it increases fatigue and makes this sector unwelcoming to women.

Customer Productivity and Use
During availing the services of the car wash, usually, there is no proper arrangement where a
customer can sit and wait. Usually, the customer waits in a very unhygienic, and hot environment
exposed to humidity and sun.

Customer Productivity and Supplements
Supplements required to carry the car wash are usually hosed pipes. However, there is a
number of other equipment required to get the work done professionally. Customers are also
interested in getting the air filter cleaned, tires, and oil checked. To carry out these functions the service
stations usually lack the equipment or lack skills.
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Figure 1: Buyer Utility Map

Customer Productivity and Disposal
To dispose of dust, dirt usually the car wash service stations use high air pressure instead of
vacuum cleaners. This makes the environment dusty and the dust gets in the car again. This creates
discomfort for the customer and causes suffocation to the customers who want to monitor the service
themselves.

Risk and Purchase
The water and oil used in cleaning and non-availability of the drying process increase the risk
of rusting and body erosion of a vehicle. Wet cars especially engine catch dust immediately after wash.

Risk and Delivery
The risk in service delivery vehicle erosion, shortening the life of plugs, point, battery and
battery generator especially of a smaller vehicle. This results in a problem of a car starting ignition
issues.

Fun and Image and Purchase
There is no fun in the purchase, delivery, and use of car wash services. In Karachi, it is an
extremely boring and time-consuming activity. During the wait for his turn, customers sit in an
unhygienic environment, usually, there is nothing to do during that time. And most of the facilities
lack a waiting area.

Environmental friendliness and Use
The car wash sector is the least environmentally friendly in Pakistan. A lot of water is wasted
during the process (Zaneti et al., 2013). In a city where there is already water scarcity, people discourage
water wastage (Tabassum et al., 2020). Usually, the used water is not properly disposed of and go to
sewerage lines, and roads. There is no practice of recycling water, however, according to one survey;
people are ready to pay a little more for this innovation.
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SERVICES OF CARSAAF
CarSaaf is a business venture that tried to fill the gap. Starting with limited resources by friends
in Karachi, CarSaaf is an effort to serve car wash customers in a better and more professional way.
Rather than waiting for a long time in a queue in the unhygienic and dirty condition in hot weather
CarSaaf offers car wash services at the doorsteps of customers. Their services are unique in many
ways.

Booking and Appointments
There is no proper mechanism for ordering and delivering in the car wash industry. There are
no options for orders that can reduce fatigue and save the time of customers. The only single option
available to car wash customers is to personally visit the station and wait for their turn. This makes
the car wash industry extremely unattractive for consumers as it increases fatigue and makes this sector
unwelcoming to women. CarSaaf tried to fill this gap by offering numerous options to customers in
availing of car wash service. One can schedule a time for a car wash via having an appointment through
phone, email, or contacting the CarSaaf team through social media.

Making the waiting time productive
During availing the services of a car wash, usually, there is no proper arrangement where a
customer can sit and wait. Usually, the customer waits in a very unhygienic, and hot environment
exposed to humidity and sun. As CarSaaf service is provided at the doorstep of consumers or where
the customer is interested in avail the service, the waiting in an unhygienic, dirty and humid
environment is eliminated. The customer may ask for executing the service when he or she parked the
car for dining in or at any parking lot and may have their car washed while shopping or busy in-office
meetings.

Updated Equipment
The main equipment required to carry the car wash is usually hose pipes. However, there is a
number of other equipment required to get the work done professionally. CarSaaf uses up-to-date and
technically advanced equipment to get the work done. It uses vacuum cleaners, and steam jet
technology. The steam jet is technology-enabled to get the wash complete economically. The updated
technology also minimizes the unpleasant smell in a car due to wet seats and mats through typical car
stations.

Risk
Typical car wash through stations increases the risk of wear and tear of the car body (SañudoFontaneda et al., 2014). The water and oil used in cleaning and the non-availability of the drying
process increase the risk of rusting and car body erosion (Mukaddas et al., 2021). The wet cars
especially the engine catch dust immediately after wash. Another common problem is the wetting of
plugs of the cars resulting in problems in starting and ignition issues. As the job is carried through
steam and vacuum cleaner, therefore, the risk of erosion is minimal. Also, the chance of dust going
back into the car is reduced.

Environmental friendliness
The car wash sector is the least environmentally friendly. In the world including Pakistan and
especially in Karachi water is becoming a scarce resource and in the process of a car wash, a lot of
water is wasted. There is no mechanism for water recycling. To some consumers, it is highly
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demotivating and discouraging. In contrast to hundreds of liters of water consumed in a single car
wash, CarSaaf utilizes five liters of water through steam technology. This is a very important
consideration for consumers who are much more concerned about saving water.
Table 1: CarSaaf Services and Rate Card
Value Safai: Rs.
875
Steam cleaning
of:
Exterior Body,
Windows Rims
& Tyres

Super Safai: Rs.
1475
All Options of
Value Safai plus
Steam Cleaning of:
Value Safai, Mats
Vacuum
&
Brushing,
Floor
Vacuum & Brush,
Trunk Vacuum &
Brush,
Dashboard/Console
& Sanitization

Full-Service Safai: Rs.
1775
All options of Super Safai
plus Steam cleaning of:
Seats Vacuum & Brush,
Headliner Vacuum & Brush,
Door
Hinges
Steam
Cleaning,
AC
Steam
Sanitization, Mats Steam
Dryclean, Engine Bay Steam
Safai, Engine Bay Polish,
Trunk
Steam
Safai,
Dashboard Polish

VIP Safai: Rs.
2075
All options of
VIP Safai Plus
Steam cleaning
of:
Chassis Steam
Safai

VIP Plus Safai:
4575
All Options of VIP
Safai Plus steam
cleaning of:
Floor cleaning,
Headliner &
Sanitization
Leather/Rexine
Seats, Door Panels
Sanitization,
Exterior Body
Wax Treatment

Figure 2: CarSaaf Promotion and Sponsorships
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Figure 3: Executing CarSaaf Service at customers’ doorsteps

MISCELLANEOUS REVIEWS OF RANDOM CUSTOMERS EXTRACTED
FROM CARSAAF FACEBOOK PAGE
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